Judge Individual
Analysis example

The judges raw grade for
each pilot is shown in
italic type.

The normalised grade is shown
below the raw grade, rounded to 2
decimal places. ¶

A Hard Zero is here replaced by
a fitted value because the Chief
Judge did not give a CHZ.

A Perception Zero rejected by
FPS is replaced by a Fitted
Value and shown boxed in Green

In this column the number of
FPS fitted values for this pilot
is cumulated.
The upper number in each pair
is the judges raw score for
each pilot, cumulated from the
raw data prepared for the RI
and each figure’s K factor.

The standard data
describing the event, judge,
place, date, level and
sequence.
Pilots are presented in the
rank order of their final post
FPS scores PRIOR to the
deduction of penalties.

The lower number is the FPS
score for this judge per pilot,
cumulated from the judges
own final FPS grades and
each figure’s K factor.

Where an FPS fitted value is
substituted for the judges
grade it is boxed in red and
the anomaly identified.
Reasons are:
Hi – the grade is too high
Lo – the grade is too low
6R – the 60% rule is applied

This is the rank for each pilot
based on this judges raw
score.
The difference between the
judges raw pilot rank and the
pilot’s final overall FPS rank
(excl. penalties) is given.
Where the FPS confidence
test shows the judges
sequence score to be too
high or low and replaces it
with a fitted value, the score
is boxed in red and the
anomaly identified.

Pilots with the same
nationality as the judge are
boxed in blue to highlight
this association
Summary of the grades
revised to fitted values.

If the sequence fitted value
is used and the nationality of
the judge matches the pilot,
the score is boxed in blue to
highlight the relevance of
this match.

The FPS Ranking Index
(RI) for this judge.
Histogram key.

Cumulative totals line for
anomalies in the above data.

The Histogram shows
judges use of each raw
grade compared to
post-FPS all judges
average use.

Example
ONLY !

Number of times the most
used grade was applied.
¶ Note the system works in double-precision mode using 16 significant characters, viz. 123.456789012345
The printed output is normally rounded to two decimal places for clarity.
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